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Notice of Rejection
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Mailing Date: June

#i2000-314336

*StR 9S— 7 5 3 5

% 2 9&m 2

3K0 0

misnr^z ( [o o 2 4] caii ~ [0 3] #&) .

5iffl«2®, ****** »^*fttt*«*w©a*»o«, rtfcJWfcffla

^RSftKK-u^TtfttfitanT^SCT, 2K3lffl«3©

W*JS2 : 2, 3I/A0I3

Bt^ftt^* ( [»**3] #») OT, *iW^t«2 3~2 0 0



V

?g##:POO-lll >3HS^: 196119 3S#B:¥fiKl6*E 6fl IB 2/E

»*JS4:5lffl«l. 2, 3I/B0J3, 3lffl#J4

aft$«5 2, 3UB0A3, 3lffl^4, 3lffi#J5

tt#X»«*r*Clttt9lffl«5K:E«snTV^ ( [011 W61 o

3i m x
1. #IH2 0 0 0- 1 1 0 0 5 7#&«

°

2.#i¥0 9-3 1 3 4 1
"

3.#1¥1 0-0 6 0 7 6
^

4.4#H¥1 0 - 1 5 5 7 1
v

5.#lf 1 0 -0 0 5 1 6 4^«

HSbfc^f IPCm7fig A47L13/16-13/20

4$ff|
:MS&-fiB£iS«« TEL. 03(3581)1101 (^1^3332
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0 *«AteitliWi4 £ . 4 *^ v F»2

Faj2(c. =fsji«ffloiansp4 0 4jio-c=fs*fiS^



[«Fi*ii*©©H]

[183012] HW*J»lCciBlS©»fcW<!:. &?it*S*&£

A.
[HMOS 3 ] ±E^ » F«©}imiM!HciBI»«RW.

^caatoKtt*t4SBt*fcER i/fcctst^tr sis*

a2 KKtt©i*»ft.

[0 00 1 ]

[0 00 2]

**«SC©lMMIf- h«©»»tf*«Wlil'fci****!

[0003] *^#P>«. 8r*>£*t»A£ LT\ 5fc4i§

[0004] iC5-C, ±ifl»»*"CB. »«*©«*
jwstcjfc*-? < c i (c«t ») .

a«fc ^

[000 5] fi£o-C. *»9J©SftK. »«te£©M*»

[0 00 6]

[IggfcSPfc-fSfc&©#&] #l$B©iM^ l (cta*2

©HDlS£fl*.-ci>-& c &*»«i-r*ilHI**«0W"

[0007]*ft:, ^^W©IS*^2 KiBiS©?fe9!tt.

m3 <fc 5 K.& \yXhZ C kZtm ktSrSSASrlS

[0008]Sfc. *»W©iS^3 (CiB*g©#69!«.

sjMfcegffSRi*. ttnn»rtK*Mtt«w*BRt'ke

, isea^p. io-5i64

[0009]
[^©HJfi©^] wc, #i&i5i©^is©j&8S&c-^

trwt*.
[0010] JfcfWiKffiSifHitfB.

n«-€-©)&flStt#iCiSgSia**>©-C»i&>'»*i.

io [ooin *mmm(Dftn®><mmmicm.

«a©tt*tt»t*©J&S8K»lfi;0fc»S6i LfcO

.

[0 0 1 2 3 ±E^5ilHlffl©WP«W>EWWf«' *
tcnssn&i»«>. ^^©issa^ffiffl^©*©*!

i«Wl©^» F»©iWWMB (We^» F«©TBWI.

[0013] nHW*«l*£*"***fc»-

#*-*Wf«W«fc*fiW*Ckm* b < . ±BBi«3

£*>*»©*««:»* #tt0**>*»*RW*Ci*«»

[00143 ±enMitf

ttQ^4HE£Rttfcft*> XB. -«(©*«&&£***

I/, Srtt®9r«i^©SI5^49r5E©itS-Ci/-JH/-Cte ,3^

fcttStRtt. ^» F«l©»»C*ti6l'fc#ASnft*

30 ^Blt^sFaMWPMtKStJfiS**^. Hje»fcHJE

UfciWW?©»An2«*B«'»fc*H**'*" C i tt < tt

fret* J: 5KfSi-ea&mttt?**.
[0015] ±«S»)^*>««©}K8I*. -hie^f F»
©»»Kj6CfcJIMifi'*Ci««»*l/<. 5te

v*«w©«ii-r*ctJW*u». teo^
fi-gSB. a*©^-J^{cJ:4fl6. a^KJc-a-CfeKW

5ci*5-c*5. i^-^ffi«:J:-o-cttO-&to-«*a5«:i9:»

4*§£KB. ^©iH*. 2 0mm^-0. 1mm. 0

40 <tti0mm-lmmfr*Ci"C. 9M©«Kt»*
Ci^-CtS. jS^>-^S. *f H

y^FSapS'I'&ffl^/i:^-^ fc-h!/->Uffi9©^

-*ffi*8UOT*ei*»-C»*. c*i6©f-A«cJ:

oTttO ^to-a-SP^fiSI"S«^©'>-^^"*-

^CKSSti4<s©t?B<ct»*s. J?*lA>S'-.n"-c*-

>4bttt. Wiltf. ^F^-f^. F?h«©i/

50 [ 0 0 1 6 ] *fc. BfcOAtottWOWWKKW^SHUiiJ



I

3

Stt £i§£CtB. ^flJ<Dja»SP^ P> 1 mm~ 5 0 m

m jf$b<B. 5 tnm~3 Omniiti. ±12 lmm

m83£®otta sbbwm

£KB. ^*©S^8KpP>lmm-5 0mm. £F* 0

<tt5mm-3 0mmif5. lmmiHil.'i. i :

g$j!j*#ft < ft 0 . 5 0mm6SlSi, #tt9

^t>«»©g?3&*tt< ttot:tSf9 ft*.

[0017] ±B#ttD te0^t>-&8P«:*f

»D-iKRW4CiW*Wi>. ft**. *ttO#b*
SUB. Pi. 0 AtottWKJBitb-CHW* C4Wf* I/"* 1

^*>-t±SB<DM-ffll<^—^tciaw^: fcAc»„ cote

[0018] ±B^ffi©ttAn<c4>& < <t «»H»Jfa

±©X >; » F *«W5CiB. £tH»*itf©aw* •

h©SSB. 1 0mm~7 Ommfiffit-riCtASJiT*

IA>.

[0019] ±gB«JS**«&£-r (Raw

F^RSfflf. -9"i">3>^SSm. >P-Y>hJj<>F

[002 0] *«BKfl»*««JWt. ±I5«W!©»»
WWWtWIt*^? F«*5BWHe»*.fc*i

ftL,-C6&&©"C4>S.

[0 02 1 ] MOT, *»9!©ilHlil«:*>l>T. ±1E#J

b. ^»K^»HW«apa« ,cB.oaMia«cao*

©aj#£{f;tfcfc©-e<&ftB\ 4©j^jb»»«:«oie3 n

©&©«>. t«fiTa»2*Jwi©J:Vjcii')#©aKW*

±IB-v? Fap*£Sl/fc£#6Ci!SK'S9 FSW: *) t>l& <

% £ «fc 5 ft I » ft L/cJ&fiS© fc©#*TS b t».

) 1WW10-5 1B4
4

[ 0 0 2 2 ] tit. ±IBffili. • (MR=tt©l»

fti>uRtts*fc»«tr tme ft<bf

[0 02 33 ±iBffi«. WfcKi*. #'J^tUX
L0 ABS. tf';#-***-F. TA'5«l/<tt*©^4.

[0024] ±IB«OjaBa«C««T*JJB^» FSB©

ft¥*R©»«4-r* c t*»* o < .
*fc. ffi©^ss

u».
20 [ 0 0 2 5 3 ^7 F»fc«ifi©* 1 **ffW>J: 9

[0026] ±IHSStt. *<tti*. # ') fU
>. ABS. F^©^**

30 [0027] ±SE^ » FSMWP^fKiM" 2 HiSWI

©i^^^JSt^^JS^KB. FaJ*«fiR"J"SI6

A«©s»;tt^trcfeo-c. ess*5 i-6o. ffsi

<B2 0~3 0©t©iT*. CC-C. CWtiB. S

R I S <B*=f 0 1 0 1K»-3m*-

«©CS!S*s±fal5H©TK*SI-C* S i

.

J^SSCCJSDX$L%*S » Fg&©5fc«*Wc 0 ^1"

40 ±kfe&ttf^©C18**i±SaffiB©J:l®*iS* * i •

[0 02 8 3 ±IS^f F»*^#>^tR©*att©!6*

14*ttrf»«f*»*«:«. »^tt«cgnfc*cff©»?S

$«^AWflB4>6 ft S£?Ltt©fS&tt3M*t

50 [ 0 0 2 9 3 * fc. ±82^ v F8U*±sa© <fc ^ ft^RX^



(4)

5

B»^?Lttoj|s«ii««-eff«-r4»*«:tt. mis

[0030] sfc. f«*. &arr *iit2 1

<0WJl*iS< «ci«fc^Kf— (fll&tf. K

[0 0 3 1 ] ±12^? K8IS<Ofl9»ffiW{C«. tt«ttSPt*

8»JI*KBK:fl§;t/c, JfEXB^** » * ? •» ;UA3^

©KffiflM* ? F8P«:g?«f* C i. KJ; -» "CEiS:

T6. *fc. ^»FW. «*•«. ws^. sbr

[003 2] KJMHSMl<WBflac«W-r4IW«*.

[0033] X^l/V^n^iP'J'-il'ttt, *

#(SEBS) .
**l/>--fV^U>-**t'>?'n

(SIS).
i/>^a»?fti^(t (SBS) .

-^ptu>-^?u>st^ (seps) mvmf
en*. c*i6©^?-u>*^»*#y
UVBWMMW***. #*L< 1*7 0 0 0-20 00

0. »£U<«3 5 0 00-7 0

[0 0 3 4 ] *fc. ±i2ttSf*^i t/Ctt. $Mfc£#

8 0"CW±-C. ^S*s 4 0 0~2 0 0 0r&-SC s £
EtttfJHi. C»Ett«il. C/C3ftStt«m. at'*

^^^-8^52 0 0~7 0 0©7'o-fe^ + -f Jl'.

«BB¥1 0-5164
6

[0035] isaiffi^fflt b-ctt. ft«cTl2&f£©4>©

^?u>^^a ?4r#y*- loosfigs.

IWft^fl 1 50-1 OOJiSSS.

Wkfl 3 0-1 0 0*SS&

[0036] ±!2«S®^©BfS*«£<t l/TB. #1*.

[0037]*/!:. _hEtt«ffl»ftt. We. ±E^»
FWKIHSPifeKW. «P08W*HcEStt'4 C V

«,». C©lH»tiB*4»ftt. ^K:KS3nttt>*i. fft.

:o arr53jW0l©J:9«:. ^» F8W>TliW«c»»SCi

*i«FSU^. */tGagU©ffla (HDOM) B. i~i o

00mm' <fr-5C<t*J»*b<. 1 0-2 50mm'

£-rSC<!:AJ<fc«5»SU». 1 mm 1

•c*s t >Qo&si,<Dft*< < rss©Jt^w^©ffit» 4>

®=£^¥J:<}«*-C*ft<>5: ,3, *fc. 1 0 00mm 1

WftKZ, ttc. BflSSOaiSB. 0. l-10mmi
•f*>Ct1>W£b<. 0. 5~5mmtteci*«J:0

[0038] Snffl*^*®5*^©®^

40 m. &mm®mR*w&^-
[0039] ±.m%m*%%? £±82^ » F»Kt*.



(5)

7

[0040] */c. ®SSP©i2S@3f«. fgiSftSrSS*

»Ote»llWi«>»APifi»*B«»»»K .
ia»*«w.

[0 04 1] ±^bfc«fc^K:. «5<DJ#8*,

[0042] ±l2B5tSP©Ji5SSlt. ifMfffifcflSHCH^

[0 04 3]*fc, ffi(Dft!i&^<D^ v F*©&*£&

ma a:, iftiffrsflnsaiiwtc^w**^^

£«Ctt. |5j*t6^©«fc^K^y FaJi*ii»efiitt**

J60U©«fc5tC> fli©»«RCI^7 F«©»»*S«^»
F»t«IK«»^fcW»K**''»'c « tif <#!*fl0 K*fL

r±T5IE"ItWeRWfc9.

[0044] Sfc. ffi##K. BfjeftBTCo ? *nJfi&&

#©ff»K»L"C±T*r*5J:9«t»». ^» FSB©

iKsttBKis&'cs*) ^©a^*^*-*** =fc 9 Kit
4>J:i>. C©J:5K. F»*«K«ll/yttt«K*»

#gg^ 10-5164
8

aBiflW»*1B4©«I0«JL*s«»«c(f*. iWWS4*

[0 04 5] FSB©JB!B*SB£^"S*2^!i

09© J; 0 tc#i*i*tt«rl>LJBflS tf/d&fliif

IS. ±iS^? Fate±fEffifc&^fcttS^fcl,>-C. *

©J:5CC}lMiWW>*'fr*'s '* FfiPKttKStffcCitCfc

Ki**fl-3^» F*©*iMw±#K»&±#"9ft>FS

utfl»t«9*©*»*a9**"<. «*K»iK:tT

»KWeSh*fe©"CB:<n.>*». ffiwfltjt**

gfliiitc-r*. F*af*©*it**< otrfi<-ra

m>^&#mien*. *k, «©«i£4

[0046]
o [£JHU 6TF. *jaB©fBliW*»(*HlI«:#JBl'ft

[ 0 0 4 7 ] @ 1 R^S2 ». **WtC«S«»S©—
*IMfl*wb«:*»©'Cft6. Ch6©B«:*H,»"T:.

[ 0 0 4 8 ] m 1 (C^Lfci^K:. ±S»1§* 1 5fe

^SPKga!»^'&^UrJ[Mg«©^-» FSU2^ilfe$n

fc#«©ffi3i. ^»F»2fc**3*i*»»*4 i *»

[0049] ±IH^f F*2tt. *«2 0RC^»«2 0

30 ©TBKa«W63 Ktc$m# VJV* >IJ©5!|tttffi<*

2 1 *£ttfcl/n»jaS3*VC«r»*. S^2 0©±IB«B

«*««:M:a«EiW*«WW-*«*«W2 2*W0#»
htlXHf). SWHR2 0©±IH©HIWCtt. *

mfsw4©^a5*^ >; » fk*p L-jitf/dw-c. *©@s

[00 5 0] HlROfia3{c^L./cJ;5«: 1 ±E^» F

40 SP2*»fiX-rS±IB#tt«*2 lOTfflKCi. giDSPM

S3 1 4 mm1
. glS 1 mm©¥ffitSR»©6^>©IHaJ

2 4**ttSh"C4iO. cn6©[HSP2 4PsJtC« > j^S

2 0 mm©P]Ji5©^^U^^c1 » ^^>J v-S©tt^
- F KSftT l/-C3Bl«3 n/c«i^14gW* 5 *sf2

[00 5 1 ]@lKml//tJ:^. ±ea«3B. WBe©

&ffi3 1 iciz±3z&tm*zw&-rz®*®v 3 2 *J^



9

3 1 Ktt£««3 *«0 *-r *73 3

[0 05 2] 04KinUcJ:5K. ±GflHt«4B. *6

±iHte^t4sw 5 *mm 6 -3©ians&4 o tumm

[005 3] ±IS?»i5A 1 fcffifflfSti^-tcli. #14ffi

3 1 ££J£L-Cffi3£iffl#S:-C*<!:&{C.

UT^&ffi 3 ©5fc4g8BKJtsB^ v ¥9 2

S„ *lt. JJBWP«4 0iJJ8tt«tt«Wf5©iM i

*£tottfctt»ri«Mf4 ©SSSP=& * 'J v ><- 2 3 T?H

jet,rsii8W«&4*^9 F»2«aaM**.

[ 0 0 5 4 ] * LT . *©i1W»»fflJ¥fcitJi*4*g
*Lfc^* F»2©»OT»fc*!»3ttTS**Hfc«T

5. C©fiS. It*^*^****©**** »
»fc4©WI©**tt£KJ:9ltlRSti.
*©*&©*< < -rmvitfmftxDm^ 5 b. jbEH

[0055] &ffiw:<fc9r&»:fc4©^ffi©mi#t>i'<

4*ifeiJ*iU. SBHWMW*"^ F*2*&Bl»>*W.

-et,T. BMttU/crSfl§:ft4=&Sigl<{Cl,. BBE^F
»2ic«i"r*c-ttr. »jMi4©«*WB*«ttc<

^cittCli, 3fflWIHMf4*.bEi> y -y/>-2 3fr<=>

WPU 3ttM§tf4*^»F»2*»«R9fl-U 8rfc

*fc. tt«i4sm5cc<kornt*

[0056] *^isw©m»* 1 icjcftwr . «*&£©

©tb«W^©ffl^=f 5 -c*>WHcHiM"* c <fc*»r»

*JUfcffl©WJIJllB. »{c*tt±'©fflr»HW©*l

IM»fOtS»»l!WcW«'C**.
[ 0 0 5 7 ] 0 5~0 7 B. *mifc<&Z>fSJiS©^

2

[005 8] SSR^SeKTSL/fcfc^tC. ±iBr#*§*

6 B. **MWC£lfttt*tt*, 5' tt*^ » FSB 7 *«*.*:

ffi8 £. »A^IW«:«^-5JS¥ftStt©»»^9

T&34>©t?*>S.
[0059] jlk^ v mitt, mmics ju f - audi

©ffc&ttS&tt (C«a=2 0~3 0) *>e>«tfiR3ti-Ct>

4. ±E^»F»7B. JpBBRLfctfirOlWIWU^tt

KRW6tlTt»5. tit. ±K^» FSJ7B. ftSSSBK:

jttucotitr. *fc. «&i«3JcJi«nconr*ti*hrt

J* < ft * J: 5 «:«W 6 *vc* »>
.
*©KlBBttBtf

0-5164
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[0 06 0]H6fC^Ofc«k^«:> ±E^» F»7©T
S(C«. g§PSStI8i2 0 0 mm 1

. &3 2 mm©¥ffift

RH5©7o©Dagp7 o*«3n-c*jo. cnewcasB

*>K . ±1B^ v FSB 7 ©±®SPRtfTffi6B©iraap©&

*8WCB. ffcTf *4".> »><-8 3£RM3£**&©
<3JXSP7 i*qgj«S*i"Clf»*. JEK. ^» F»7©«*l

D »fctt. BW7 2#*fi*3lvclB»>. C©D3§157 2K:.

«SW*«8©«IHBt8 l#»H1Blftr#*J:9«ctt

[006 1] ±IBffi8 B. S«3^SP»«:fll^fcffi*(*8

oi, *©&ttfiK£*8ft3tt*8tt8 1

J^g^oJfigtcStf 6*vt*<>-5>. «l*f*8 0«. £«SB

#8 1 *ttJH*WTSWS*»tt8 1 KJJB-^ FSP7

*&mLitt*tc. a»)*©a»*«^»F»7J:o*»*
<ttW*J:9Kl«ftl/«iJ«IKRW6h-C«.»4. *

J§*6©S<l>*^? F»7Ktt»T*J:9Rtf6n-C(r»

[0062] ffi*(*8 0©jteW»«C«. ¥M0t3$
«©K-81t8 2*5^fi5E3*xr*$»3. C©ftai8 2©^ffliaJ

Kt*SBB8 2a*qBl«Snri»4. ±ga^«gPW8 1

KB. ^±?L8 1 a«S3BaSh-C*f»>. ±5B3SS8 2 a

SrflukT* * J: t/t .

30 [0 06 3 3 _hfB3£tSW*8 1 ©± • THWKB. 9 0

8 3KB. »l*(M«l©IIMWiB«K. ^ffi<tft:Sn

*s o . jftif^a ©»Ansel* c y » h

I**. C©*'J»^-83B. iaMW8 1K^»F»
7«»l/fc4*K. F»7©«HJ:0 4atf

J: 5KSmmt 8 1 tciBKS 0 . 3** U »

8 3 (cmi«9 ©JfAPia^SrS^S*t i *K
.
^»

40 APifi^©^*5
- FgP7©^® ;&SS^^iS ;fi'9©

[0064] a5RiyfEI8K^L'fc«t5«:. ilB^JSft

98. SiSkS|J*sa^S<JfeajS««:*7 F$tiA:2ft©^

*. ?S»ffi9©TSffllI«:«. ±fBtt«145I5M5*Sffl$

•S4 7-3©IIP»9 0*«»J*3*it:*lO. C©g§PSI59

0«attJJBlWtt«W 1 0*WWC«W««fc^CC

50 --3©ft»*Wf*»«©*i5min©te»)^i>itW9 1
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amihtix^z. -5-l-t. c<Dm-&t>am i©j*

^9£frtf8B9 2*«i&tt<=>ti-Cl>S. S/c ±ia»»

:fli9©J*APia$©—WISBtCB. X'J v F 9

[0065] ±M&tmm*m?siskb. *-r. 07
K^Ti 5 CC. ffi*(* 8 0 . 8»8W* 8 1 ') 'J

Kaj*s«a^-r4. ^-o-r. F§B7ic±ieiSJs:fij

9£«H*£J:5Ccg«-tS. c©K. J-I2-*yFSP7©

?^-8 3Cc«JS^9©JiAP3a<*£ffiOj£A,r. ^
[ 0 0 e 6 ] -e or. sca*>s«r.&& <t'©i±®a<jffis©

epcDrtfflij «: *>jfla o . #u>i®iffl^©vt»B. ±sa#

g&i'0»M^5B, rSJSflj9©iBWtO^**£'^J:

•3 ft&3 ft. ^f^feK^tfofta©^ < "4^©tk«

ntt©ffic»=rs». ±iaifiPSP9o*ai;-c±iBtt^tt

awi occfconftsn*.
[0067] rS»fij 9 ©^ffl©i5ft#0£* < ttofci *

afiSfcautfu '-rX^-c, c©»APis#*w^.
iWH&g*^* F»7*»61W#T*9fcLt:Bt»)i'tt-.

ei/t:. aX>3nL//c»^flj9€:»iEL/K:L/. fiS^s F

STK^STSCiT. fiSfaft9©StSWB*&ftec<

^•r.5.C£*s-r#S. *fci*»ffi9©H5eSISS#K:tt

£^£*ttS L/r t, » tt Uffctf). ^BSWWfr 9£K

»»*-* . *fc. *5*tt»tti otci^TffjftLfcrfs

B. 2»ktt*tttttt l 0 i i *> » F» 7 J: 9 «W»

[006 8] 2|c|ySt^©»»A6 CCfcftB .
*&«&£'©

Mftt^s B#7S&. ^">-¥5fcM^-^©&?o©^<
©ib&W&©ffli»=* s -cbusifcii&m-r-s c <tas-ctr

S„ 4^tt0M>ffttA6a. Wc*— ^;i/©±. SKA
ft £'©«#*S^{c»®t?4> 4.

[0 06 9] ±IB»JiA6 ». mmi#*.<BJBMc

mcx^mt F«7 ©JfeMWBW^A; 0 CC < t>©

C tt*». FSIHtfSKft®
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

l,^^^^^^^l,^^^^^^^^^^^^\l1^11^1^•^\^w.^^^^^^^^'^1.'^«^^^w^«•^•l^^^^*^"vl^1'*

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The cleaning cloth which is a cleaning cloth which consists of a nonwoven fabric, and is

characterized by having opening for dust uptake.

[Claim 2] The cleaning implement which is a cleaning implement which consists of a cleaning

cloth according to claim 1 and a shank which equipped the point with the head section equipped

with this cleaning cloth, and is characterized by having made as [ make / dust / adhere to the

above-mentioned head section ] through opening for the above-mentioned dust uptake.

[Claim 3] The cleaning implement according to claim 2 characterized by having established the

crevice in the cleaning side side of the above-mentioned head section, and arranging an adhesive

member in this crevice.

mWLM4*****^^*444*44**444*4*44*4 44*4*4*4*44*44*4*****4*4V

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001] , - . ...

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the cleaning implement using the cleaning cloth

and this which can clean by wiping easily.

[Description of the Prior Art] The cleaning implement which used the cleaning cloth made from

the dry-type sheet for cleaning which can be used without being able to do cleaning more calmly

than a cleaner easily as a cleaning implement for indoor cleaning, and using water like a dustcloth

in recent years is proposed.
.

[0003] this invention persons have proposed the cleaning implement wh.ch consists of a shank

which equipped the point with the head section, and a cleaning cloth made from a dust-collect.ng

nature nonwoven fabric sheet with which this head section is equipped as this cleaning

implement
, . ,

...

[0004] By the way, in the above-mentioned cleaning implement, since it was prepared so that

uptake of the dust concerned may be carried out when the fiber of a cleaning cloth gets tw.sted

around dust, when food, such as a pan and sweets, ate and it became things which have a

comparatively coarse grain, such as waste, the debt of fiber worsened and the technical problem

which cannot fully carry out uptake of these occurred.

[0005] Therefore, the purpose of this invention is to offer the cleaning implement using the

cleaning cloth and this of food, such as a pan and sweets, which can eat and can carry out

uptake also of the things which have a comparatively coarse grain, such as waste, certainly as

well as fine dust, such as dust

[0006] , i •
i

[Means for Solving the Problem] Invention of this invention according to claim 1 is a cleaning

cloth which consists of a nonwoven fabric, and attains the above-mentioned purpose by offering

the cleaning cloth characterized by having opening for dust uptake. .

[0007] Moreover, invention of this invention according to claim 2 is a cleaning implement wh.ch

consists of a cleaning cloth according to claim 1 and a shank which equipped the point with the

head section equipped with this cleaning cloth, and attains the above-mentioned purpose by

offering the cleaning implement characterized by having made as [ make / dust / adhere to the

above-mentioned head section ] through opening for the above-mentioned dust uptake.

[0008] Moreover, in a cleaning implement according to claim 2. invention of this invention

according to claim 3 establishes a crevice in the cleaning side side of the above-mentioned head

section, and offers the cleaning implement characterized by arranging an adhesive member in

this crevice.

[0009] . .

[Embodiment of the Invention] Next, the gestalt of operation of this mvention is explained.

[0010] Although the cleaning cloth concerning this invention is what was formed from the

nonwoven fabric, and especially the gestalt is not limited if it has opening for dust uptake, the

thing [ as / in the example mentioned later ] to consider as the shape of a sheet and a saccate

gestalt is desirable.
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[001 1] Although especially the gestalt of opening for the above-mentioned dust uptake is not

limited, it is desirable to consider as the gestalt [ as / in the example mentioned later J

corresponding to the gestalt of the below-mentioned adhesive member for example, or to form in

the shape of a slit

[0012] Although especially the arrangement part of opening for the above-mentioned dust

uptake is not limited, in the point of the ease of applying of the height of operating frequency,

and the force at the time of use. its thing [ as / in the example mentioned later J to prepare in

the cleaning side side (especially the inferior-surface-of-tongue side of the head section or

front section both sides) of the head section of a cleaning implement is desirable.

[0013] When making a cleaning cloth saccate, it is desirable to form in saccate [ which sticks a

nonwoven fabric, prepares the lamination section and has insertion space in the inside / flat ],

and it is desirable to prepare the non-lamination section in the outside of the above-mentioned

lamination section. ... . j j.u
[0014] When making the above-mentioned cleaning cloth saccate, it is desirable to bend the

gestalt which carried out the seal of the nonwoven fabric of two sheets by superposition and

predetermined width of face, and prepared the lamination section, or the nonwoven fabric of one

sheet, to carry out the seal of the parts other than a bending part by predetermined width of

face, and to consider as the flat saccate gestalt which prepares the lamination section and has

the insertion space corresponding to the gestalt of the head section. If insertion space is made

to correspond to the gestalt of the head section especially, it is effective when enabling it to use

it, without leaving the [ near the insertion opening of the cleaning cloth fixed to the fixed part ]

whole surface.
. .

[0015] As for the gestalt of the above-mentioned lamination section, it is desirable to consider

as the gestalt according to the gestalt of the above-mentioned head section, for example, it is

desirable to consider as the gestalt which has a corner in a point, or to carry out plane view, and

to consider as gestagen, such as the shape of the shape of U character and V character.

Moreover, the lamination section is based on the various seal methods, and also it can be

prepared by suture. When preparing the lamination section by the seal method, desired

reinforcement can be obtained by setting the width of face to 10mm - 1mm preferably 20mm -

0 1mm. The seal methods, such as the ultrasonic seal method, the seal method which used hot

melt adhesive, and the heat-sealing method, are employable as the seal method. Although

especially the seal pattern in the case of forming the lamination section by these seal methods is

not limited, as a desirable seal pattern, seal patterns, such as solid one, a stripe, and a dot, are

mentioned, for example. Moreover, when preparing the lamination section by suture, it is

desirable to adopt the usual sutura used by sewing-machine sewing etc.

[0016] Moreover, width of face of the non-lamination section prepared in the outside of the

lamination section is preferably set to 5mm - 30mm 1mm - 50mm from the periphery section of

a nonwoven fabric, when preparing the lamination section by the describing [ above J seal

method. If it will become easy to damage a cleaning object in the lamination section by which the

seal was carried out if width of face is narrower than the 1 above-mentionedmm, and also the

dust-collecting effectiveness in the non-lamination section concerned is almost lost and

exceeds the 50 above-mentionedmm, the waist of the non-lamination section will be lost, and it

will clean, and will become hot. Moreover, in preparing the above-mentioned lamination section

by the above-mentioned suture. 5mm - 30mm costs 1mm - 50mm preferably from the penphery

section of a nonwoven fabric. If a suture will become easy to be frayed if narrower than 1 mm

and also the dust-collecting effectiveness of the non-lamination section concerned is lost and it

exceeds 50mm. the waist of the non-lamination section will be lost, and it will clean, and will

become hot
,

[0017] As for the above-mentioned non-lamination section, it is desirable to prepare in the

outside corresponding to the lamination section, and it is desirable to prepare in a part of

periphery section of a cleaning cloth, when it prepares in the perimeter of the cleaning cloth

excluding [ the non-lamination section ] insertion opening when forming a cleaning cloth from the

nonwoven fabric of two sheets like **** and forms in saccate from the nonwoven fabric of one

sheet In addition, although preparing corresponding to the lamination section is desirable as for
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the non-lamination section, it may be prepared in a part of outs.de of the lamination section,

though eTpecially the gestalt of the rim section of this lamination section is not limited, when

^dering as ^e gesJt cut into the continuous crest type configuration (serrate), for example

makes dust etc. adhere effectively, it is effective. ... ,

[0018] It is effective to prepare at least one or more sl.ts ,n insertion opening oft^ above

mentioned cleaning cloth, when making easy attachment and removal of the cleaning cloth

concerned In this case, as for the die length of a slit, it is desirable to be referred to as 10mm -

[OOl^ThTnonwoven fabric which consists of textile materials which excel [nonwoven fabric /

which constitutes the above-mentioned cleaning cloth ] in dust-collecting nature, and are

Excellent in abrasion resistance is used especially preferably. As a desirable nonwoven fabric

equbped with such a property, a span ball-race nonwoven fabric, a span bond nonwoven fabnc, a

suction nonwoven fabric, a point bond nonwoven fabric, a melt BURON nonwoven fabnc, etc. are

WoTlt deaTnTimplement concerning this invention consists of shanks which equipped the

point wih the head section equipped with the cleaning cloth and this cleanmg cloth of above-

menti^ned this invention, and is made as [ make / dust / adhere to the head section mentioned

later through opening for the above-mentioned dust uptake J. ..... i k
0021]I ft ** anS sets to the cleaning implement of this invention. The above-mentioned shank If

a point can be equipped with the head section, and it grasps in the back end section and .t has

ti,eTart of a hand though especially the gestalt is not restricted, the thing of a cy indnca.

gesteK like the 1st example mentioned later, for example and the th.ng of the gestalt curved

Wor crooked so that it might become higher than the head section concerned when the part

of a grip hand like the 2nd example mentioned later equips with the above-mentioned head

fection are desirable. Moreover, when making a shank into the gestalt curved thru/or crooked ,„

thTs way t is desirable to constitute from a shank body equipped with the part of a gnp hand

and Tcarrying member which it had by the section equipped with the above-mentioned head

section and to prepare these possible [ assembly and decomposition J.

[0022] Moreover, although it is which thing of elastic and flexible impossible and you may

constiute when making it into the gestalt which made the shank curved thru/or crooked as

mentioned above, and when elastic, it is desirab.e [ the above-mentioned shank ] e.astic and^to

enable the stop of the part which enables [ elastic and ] the stop of the part of a grip hand ,n a

oredetermined location, or equips with the head section in a predetermined location.

[00 3 Tnce a vinyl chloride' po.ypropy.ene. ABS. a polycarbonate, aluminum or .ts alloy, a tree,

and a bamboo thing are lightweight, strong, and low cost, the above-mentioned shank .s

ffJ024l

b

Although not limited, it is desirable to consider as a plate-like gestalt [ as / in the 1 st

Wo^^oSd exampl. . in making the gestalt of a shank into a rod-like thing, and when the

gesSt of a shank shall be curved thru/or crooked, it is desirable [ especially the gestalt of the

above-mentioned head section with which the point of the above-mentioned shank ,s equipped ]

+n make it a sestalt [ as / in the 2nd example mentioned later ] for example.

SKnUKJ making the head section into a p.ate-like gesta.t like the 1 st be ow-

mentioned example, it is desirable to constitute from a plate-like substrate and an e.astic plate

object fixed to the inferior-surface-of-tongue side of this substi-ate like this example

[0026] As for the above-mentioned substrate, it is desirable to form for matenals, such as

Pities such as a vinyl chloride. po.ypropy.ene. ABS. and a polycarbonate ancla™"
0r

a foy or a tree, and, as for the above-mentioned elastic plate object, it is desirable to form for

materials Zth as synthetic resin, such as rubber, polyethylene foam, and foam.ng polyurethane.

ffi^^* m*^ of sponge-like porosity [ materia. / which constitutes th.s head

section in considering as a gestalt like the 2nd example which mentions the gestalt of the

ab?JeTenti^one7heL section later / flexibility ]. or a rubber-like flexibility matena. - it .s - C

degree of hardneSS _ i-60- it considers as the thing of 20-30 preferably. Here. C degree of

harness is a degree of hardness measured in Aska-rubber hardness meter C form based on

SRISCSoc ety of Rubber Industry. Japan specification) 0101. The tip of the head section
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concerned which deforms that C degree of hardness of the above-mentioned flexibility material

is under the minimum of the above-mentioned range according to the gestalt for cleaning is

setting-easy and it becomes impossible for sticking dirt to drop on satisfaction. Moreover,

worsen if C degree of hardness of the above-mentioned flexibility material exceeds the upper

limit of'the above-mentioned range, sufficient cleaning will become impossible, or the adhesion

for cleaning will damage the candidate for cleaning, and also a cleaning cloth becomes easy to be

torn during cleaning.

[0028] In producing the above-mentioned head section for a porous sponge-like flexibility

material it uses the porous flexibility material which consists of synthetic resin which the

elasticity excellent in endurance made foam. As a desirable porous flexibility material equipped

with such a property, synthetic resin, such as polyethylene foam and foam.ng polyurethane. is

mentioned, for example. _ , ,

[0029] Moreover, when producing the above-mentioned head section for the above porous

flexibility materials made of synthetic resin, it is desirable to perform surface treatment so that

the surface slippage may be made good or discoloration may be suppressed so that wearing and

removal of a cleaning cloth can be performed smoothly, as the surface treatment approach that

mel TOMU processing (the processing method which makes surface slippage good), mold coat

processing, etc. are mentioned, and discoloration is suppressed as an approach of making such

surface slippage good, for example — for example, in mold coat processing and yellowing — an

inhibitor scours and arts, such as paint, are mentioned.

[0030] The head section like the 2nd example mentioned later so that thickness may become

thin as it progresses to a point for example, moreover, form a taper or By what a taper is formed

for (for example, a cross-section configuration is prepared in the configuration of the shape of

trapezoidal shape or a convex lens) being desirable so that the thickness of a flank may become

thin as it progresses crosswise, and considering as such a gestalt The point and the side edge

section to which the thickness concerned became thin can be pressed against the corner

section or a corner, a cleaning cloth can be stuck, and cleaning of these parts .n which dust etc.

tends to accumulate can be ensured.
* • ,4 u„,j

[0031] An adhesive member is arranged in the cleaning side side of the above-mentioned head

section The adhesive thin film which specifically consists of a hydrophobic binder .s formed in

the front face of the base material sheet which consists of paper or plastic film etc. which

equipped the rear face with the glue line which can be pasted up on this head section free

[ attachment and detachment ]. and it arranges by turning the rear-face side and pasting up this

base material sheet on the head section. Moreover, it is good also as a gestalt which formed the

head section by synthetic rubber, such as natural rubber. SBR, and NBR. and was equipped with

adhesiveness and flexibility for the head section itself [ concerned J.

[0032] Although the binder used for formation of this adhesive thin film can be espec.ally used

without a limit if it has adhesiveness, styrene system block polymer, a tack.fier, and a softener

are used as a principal component, and the **** thing for maintenance assignment is mentioned

in 2 phase block structure of a styrene phase and a rubber phase, for example.

[0033] As styrene system block polymer, a styrene-ethylene-butylene-styrene block copolymer

(SEBS) a styrene-isoprene-styrene block copolymer (SIS), a styrene-butadiene-styrene block

copolymer (SBS). a styrene-ethylene-propylene-styrene copolymer (SEPS), eta are fneirtnned

The molecular weight of a styrene part is desirable, the molecular weight of 7000-20000, and a

rubber part is desirable, and these styrene system block polymer is the block copolymers ot

35000-70000. . .

[0034] Moreover, it is C5 whose softening temperature is 80 degrees C or more and whose

molecular weight is 400-2000 as the above-mentioned tackifier. The polyterpene res.n which is

the copolymer of system petroleum resin. C system petroleum resin. C/C system petroleum

resin, an alpha pinene, beta pinene. or a dipentene. rosin resin, or these water additives are

mentioned. As the above-mentioned softener, a mean molecular weight is mentioned L the

process oil of 200-700. various plasticizers. polybutene. liquefied resin, etc. J for softening

temperature below 10 degrees C. 4.„x:^„

[0035] Especially as the above-mentioned binder, the thing of the following presentation is
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desirable.

Styrene system block polymer The 100 weight sections, tackifier The 150 - 100 weight section,

softener 30-100 weight section [0036] As the formation approach of the above-mentioned

adhesion thin film, a hot melt slot orifice coating machine is used, for example. How to extrude

and carry out coating (a contact system or non-contact system) of the above-mentioned binder

from a slit. In case a hot melt slot orifice coating machine is used and coating (a contact system

or non-contact system) of the above-mentioned binder is extruded and carried out from a slit

Once carrying out coating of the approach and the above-mentioned binder which are applied in

the shape of a spray by the compressed air to the roller or belt of detachability, the methods,

such as the approach of imprinting on the above-mentioned base material sheet or the approach

of carrying out coating of the above-mentioned binder using the solution melted into a solvent,

are mentioned.

[0037] Moreover, as for especially the above-mentioned adhesive member, it is desirable to

establish a crevice in the above-mentioned head section, and to arrange in this crevice. Although

especially the part in which this crevice is established is not limited, it is desirable to prepare in

the inferior-surface-of-tongue side of the head section like the example mentioned later.

Moreover, the area (opening area) of a crevice is 2 1-1 000mm. Carrying out is desirable and it is

more desirable that 2 costs 10-250mm. The area of a crevice is 2 1mm. Food, such as a pan,

eats that it is the following, and it stops being able to carry out uptake of the things which have

a comparatively coarse grain, such as waste, efficiently, and is 2 1000mm. If it exceeds, an

adhesive member will contact the candidate for cleaning too much, and will serve as hindrance of

cleaning. Moreover, as for the depth of a crevice, it is desirable to be referred to as 0.1 -10mm,

and it is more desirable to be referred to as 0.5-5mm. An adhesive member contacts the

candidate for cleaning too much as the depth of a crevice is less than 0.1mm, it becomes the

hindrance of cleaning or becomes easy to damage a cleaning side with adhering dust, and also

comparatively fine dust becomes easy to adhere and coarse dust stops being able to adhere

easily. When it exceeds 10mm, food, such as a pan, eats and it stops moreover, being able to

carry out uptake of the things which have a comparatively coarse grain, such as waste,

efficiently.

[0038] Moreover, a crevice may be formed so that the area from opening to an inner may

become the same, and it may be formed so that it may be gradually extended towards an opening

side from an inner side. Although especially the configuration of a crevice is not limited, plane

view is carried out and configurations, such as circular, an ellipse form, and a polygon, are

desirable.

[0039] The fixed part which fixes the cleaning cloth concerned is prepared in the above-

mentioned head section equipped with the above-mentioned cleaning cloth. When it arranges so

that it may become depressed from the front face of the head section, and a cleaning cloth is

made to fix to the fixed part concerned, as for a fixed part, it is desirable that the cleaning face

side concerned prepares the surface section of the head section so that it may become

depressed from the front face of wrap cleaning cloth. Moreover, when first equipped with the

cleaning cloth, and when it turned over and equips, a fixed part is arranged so that it can fix in

the same part of the cleaning cloth concerned. Thus, while being able to suppress adhesion of

the dust to the part fixed to the fixed part etc., when the cleaning cloth concerned is turned

over and it fixes again by enabling it to fix in the same part of a cleaning cloth, the dirt of dust

adhering to a fixed part or getting it blocked and the hand at the time of immobilization etc. can

be prevented.

[0040] moreover, although it will not be limited especially if the arrangement part of a fixed part

is a part which can certainly fix a cleaning cloth, when making the gestalt of the head section

into a plate-like gestalt like the 1st example mentioned later, for example It is desirable to

arrange especially in the four-corners section the top-face side of the substrate. Again In

making the gestalt of the head section into a gestalt like the 2nd example mentioned later, for

example and making the arrangement location of the fixed part concerned into the head section

concerned It is desirable to establish a crevice in the part which faces near the insertion opening

of the cleaning cloth with which the head section concerned was equipped in the vertical
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double-sided section of the head section concerned, and to arrange the fixed part concerned in

this crevice.

[0041] Moreover, as mentioned above, when making the gestalt of a shank into the crooked

gestalt which is not a curve, as for the fixed part which fixes a cleaning cloth, preparing in the

shank concerned is desirable. When preparing a fixed part in a shank, it is desirable to prepare so

that the fixed part which prepares opening or a notch in the part which faces near the insertion

opening of the cleaning cloth with which the head section concerned was equipped in the vertical

double-sided section of the head section, and was prepared in the shank from the opening

concerned or a notch may be made to expose. Especially as mentioned above, when it

constitutes a shank from a shank body and a carrying member, it is desirable to arrange a fixed

part in a carrying member as in the example mentioned later.

[0042] Although the gestalt of the above-mentioned fixed part is not limited especially if a

cleaning cloth is certainly fixable For example, the thing equipped with two or more flexible piece

sections which form the slit of the radial called an inner clip washer, the thing equipped with

tapes with a fastener (for example, trademark "a piece of Velcro" etc.), Or various gestalten,

such as what formed the pinching plate equipped with the fitting projection corresponding to a

fitting hollow and this fitting hollow through the hinge, are mentioned.

[0043] Moreover, the wearing approach of the head section to the point of a shank When the

head section is made into a plate-like gestalt while making a shank into a cylindrical gestalt as in

the 1st example mentioned later for example, although you may fix to attachment-and-

detachment impossible and it is good also as attachment and detachment being free Like [ as for

the head section and a shank, connecting through a universal joint is desirable like this example,

and ] the 2nd example mentioned later In the condition of having equipped the shank, a shank

(shank body) is received [ section / concerned / head ] in the gestalt of a shank, and the gestalt

of the head section. Prepare possible [ vertical reversal ] or When it constitutes a shank from a

shank body and two members of a carrying member, it is desirable that prepare the head section

concerned in the circumference of a horizontal axis pivotable and possible [ a stop at a

predetermined include angle ] where a shank is equipped with the head section, and the head

section prepares to a shank body so that vertical reversal may be possible.

[0044] Moreover, the well-known multi-joint device which can be locked at a predetermined

include angle is adopted as a shank body, it prepares in it so that the height location of the head

section may be grasped and it can move up and down to the part of a hand, and according to the

height location of the head section, it grasps on it, and you may make it make it reverse the part

of a hand. Thus, if the head section is prepared possible [ vertical reversal of the head section

concerned ] in the condition of having equipped the shank, it is effective, when the change to an

intact side and a used side can be performed easily and a cleaning cloth can be used without

futility.

[0045] Moreover, when considering as the gestalt which made the shank curved thru/or crooked

like the 2nd example which mentions the gestalt of the head section later, in the condition of

having equipped the above-mentioned shank with the above-mentioned head section, it is

desirable to locate the center of gravity in the above-mentioned head section. Thus, when the

cleaning implement concerned is laid by locating the center of gravity of a cleaning implement in

the head section, it can prevent being in the unstable condition that the back end section of a

shank was attached to the installation side, and the point of the head section was raised up.

Therefore, it grasps in the condition of having laid, is easy to grasp the part of a hand, and can

clean immediately. Although especially the technique of locating a center of gravity in the head

section is not limited, technique, such as making high the consistency of the head section itself

which makes structure of a shank hollow structure, and making it heavy for example, is

mentioned. Especially the thing for which structure of a shank is made into hollow structure is

effective at the point which can be maintained at the size which is easy to grasp, and the point

that lightweight-ization of the whole cleaning implement can be attained, without making a shank

thin.

[0046]

[Example] Hereafter, the example of this invention is explained concretely, referring to an
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SSSStoSoS show one examp.e of the c.eaning implement concerning this

invention In these drawings, the sign 1 shows the cleaning implement

0048] As shown in oWingJl . the above-mentioned cleaning implement 1 c™^ * « 3

of the shape of a rodTy^which the plate-like head section 2 was connected with the point

thr^h the universal joint, and a cleaning cloth 4 with which the head sect.cn 2 is equ.pped.

Wl££HS*n«l head section 2 is constituted by the inferior surface of tongue of a

substrate 20 and a substrate 20 considering the elastic plate object 21 made from foam.ng

otu ethane by which adhesion immobilization was carried out as a subject •^«tr«*e 20 top '**

- the Spper 23 which fixes the cleaning cloth which the joint member 22 which constitutes a

universal joint is mostly attached in the center section, and ,s later mentioned m the four

comers olTe top face of the substrate 20 concerned is incorporated Two or more p.ece

sections of^**** which forms the s.it ca.led an inner dip washer are prepared m these
,

ci.ppers

23 and it can carry out simply [ the immobilization ] and certainly only by stuffing the edge of

So5
" ^3 .

314mm 2 and six crevices 24 of ad„, round

shape with a depthofW opening aspect products are formed m the inferior surface of

longLT^ aLe-mentioned elastic plate object 21 which forms the above-mentioned head

section 2 and the adhesive member 5 formed by carrying out coating of the crcular b.nder wrth

an outer diamefer of 20mm made from styrene system block polymer to a base material sheet ,s

ESKTi^r^l. screwing connection can be carried out two or more unit shanks

31 can be formed thTjoinf^ember 32 which constitutes the above-mentioned un.versaljo.nt

can be attachedTin the unit shank 31 at a tip. and the

fndude angle of a shank 3 now according to a c.eaning part In adc rtion

g

he gnp 33 is formed ,n

order to make the shank 3 concerned easy to grasp on the un.t shanlk .31 of the b«*

r0052l As shown in drawing 4 . the above-mentioned cleaning cloth 4 consists of a
>

rectangle like

span^oat-race non^v^ric. and six openings 40 to which the above-ment,oned adhes.ve

member 5 is exposed are formed in the center section.

SoM] n using?he above-mentioned cleaning implement 1. while connect.ng unit shank 31

and1 assernt ling a shank 3. connection wearing of the above-mentioned head section 2 is earned

ouJ trough universal joint at the point of the shank 3 concerned. And where^the location of

Te rbove-mentioned opening 40 and the above-mentioned adhesive member 5 .. doubled, the

^dge o7the cteaning doth 4 is fixed with a clipper 23. and the head section 2 ,s equ.pped with

by making the c.eaning side side of the head section 2
!
which

equippedThe part for cleaning of a floor with the cleaning cloth 4 contact Under the present

circumstances, uptake of the fine dust, such as comparatively fine dust is earned out h d bt of

the fiber of the cleaning cloth 4 etc., food, such as a pan and sweets, eats and uptake ot the

Just w*h1 comparativdy coarse grain, such as waste, is carried out by the above-mentioned

adhesive member 5 through the above-mentioned opening 40.

[0055 Wh^n the dtt of the front face of the cleaning cloth 4 becomes severe by use. first the

^^rS^^r^o^i from the above-mentioned clipper 23. and the clean.ng cloth 4

from the head section 2. And front flesh-side both

cloth 4 can be used without futility by making inside-out the removed clean.ng cloth 4. and

equipping^the head S:ction 2 with it again. When both sides have become dirty the cleaning cloth

Removes the c.eaning Coth 4 concerned from the above-mentioned^.^^ ***

cleaning cloth 4 concerned from the head section 2, and equ.ps w.th a new clean.ng doth

MoreTve by the adhesive member 5. the dust which carried out uptake is removed fromtf«

htd section 2 with the adhesive member 5. and pastes up a new adhesive member on the head

[0056] According to the cleaning implement 1 of this example, as well as fine dust such as dust,

he can eat rod such as a pan and sweets, and uptake also of the dust with a comparatively

coarse grain such as waste' can be carried out certainly. The c.eaning -mp.ement 1 of th.s
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example is suitable for wiping of the cleaning part of area with an especially large floor etc.

[0057] Drawing 5 - drawing 7 show the 2nd example of the cleaning implement concerning this

invention. In drawing, the sign 6 shows the cleaning implement

[0058] As shown in drawing 5 and drawing 6 , the above-mentioned cleaning implement 6

consists of a shank 8 equipped with the head section 7 which turns into a point from a flexibility

material, and a flat saccate cleaning cloth 9 which has insertion space, and comes to equip the

cleaning cloth 9 the head section 7 through insertion space.

[0059] The above-mentioned head section 7 consists of porous flexibility materials made from

elasticity ester system urethane foam (C degree of hardness = 20-30) with which mel TOMU

processing was performed to the front face. The profile when carrying out plane view of the

above-mentioned head section 7 is prepared in the shape of U character. Moreover, the above-

mentioned head section 7 is prepared so that thickness may become thin, respectively, as it

progresses to a point, and as it progresses crosswise, and the cross-section configuration is

formed in the trapezoid configuration.

[0060] As shown in drawing 6 , 200mm 2 and seven crevices 70 of a plane view round shape with

a depth of 2mm of opening aspect products are formed in the inferior surface of tongue of the

above-mentioned head section 7, and the adhesive member 10 which applied the circular binder

with an outer diameter of 8mm made from styrene system block polymer to the base material

sheet, and was formed is arranged in these crevices 70. Moreover, as shown in drawing 7 ,
the

notch 71 for making the clipper 83 mentioned later expose is formed in the back section of the

top-face section of the above-mentioned head section 7, and the double-sided section of the

inferior-surface-of-tongue section. Furthermore, the crevice 72 is formed in the back end

section of the head section 7, and it has made as [ carry out / the adhesion immobilization of

the carrying member 81 of the shank 8 later mentioned to this crevice 72 ].

[0061] The above-mentioned shank 8 consists of a shank body 80 equipped with a part for a grip

hand part, and a carrying member 81 with which the point is equipped, and is established by the

shank body 80 and the carrying member 81 possible [ vertical reversal wearing ]. The shank body

80 is formed in the gestalt which curved so that the part of a grip hand might be located more

highly than the head section 7. when a carrying member 81 is attached and the carrying member

81 concerned is equipped with the above-mentioned head section 7. Moreover, the shank body

80 is formed in hollow structure, and it is established so that the center of gravity of the

cleaning implement 6 concerned may be located in the head section 7.

[0062] Plane view is carried out to the point of the shank body 80, the KO character-like piece

section 82 is formed in it, and projection 82a is formed in the both-sides section of this P|ece

section 82. The interior is fabricated in midair, and the above-mentioned piece section 82 could

insert the above-mentioned carrying member 81 from back, and has come it Moreover, stop hole

81a is formed in the both-sides surface part, and it has made as [ stop / the above-mentioned

projection 82a ].

[0063] Fitting of the clipper 83 is carried out to the above-mentioned carrying member 81 top

and the inferior-surface-of-tongue section, respectively. Two or more piece sections of ******

which forms the slit called an inner clip washer like the cleaning implement of the 1st example

are prepared in this clipper 83. and it can carry out simply [ that immobilization ] and certainly

only by pushing into this slit near the insertion opening of the cleaning cloth 9. This clipper 83 is

arranged by the carrying member 81 so that it may become depressed rather than the front face

of the head section 7 concerned, when a carrying member 81 is equipped with the head section

7, and when it is made to fix to the clipper 83 concerned near the insertion opening of the

cleaning cloth 9. the front face near [ this ] the insertion opening is made as [ become / about

the front face of the head section 7 / from the front face of the wrap cleaning cloth 9 /

depressed ]. . , .

.

[0064] As shown in drawing 5 and drawing 6 , the above-mentioned cleaning cloth 9 is formed in

saccate [ which the span ball-race nonwoven fabric of two sheets with which the periphery

section was cut in the shape of / continuous / a crest type is stuck with heat sealing, and has

insertion space / flat ]. Seven openings 90 to which the above-mentioned adhesive member 5 is

exposed are formed in the inferior-surface-of-tongue side of the cleaning cloth 9, and it has
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made as [ be / through this opening 90 / the above-mentioned adhesive member 10 / outside

exposed ]. Moreover, the lamination section 91 with a width of face [ of a configuration ] of 5mm
which has two corners in a point is formed in the cleaning cloth 9 of this example. And the non-

lamination section 92 with a width of face of 10mm - 30mm in alignment with the periphery

section of the cleaning cloth 9 is formed in the outside of this lamination section 91. Moreover,

the slit 93 is formed in one flank near the insertion opening of the above-mentioned cleaning

cloth 9, and it has made as [ perform / installation and removal of the cleaning cloth 9

concerned / easily ].

[0065] In case the above-mentioned cleaning implement is used, as shown in drawing 7 , a shank

8 is first assembled from the shank body 80, a carrying member 81, and a clipper 83.

Subsequently, adhesion immobilization of the head section is carried out at a carrying member.

And it equips so that the above-mentioned cleaning cloth 9 may be put on the head section 7.

Under the present circumstances, since mel TOMU processing is performed to the front face of

the above-mentioned head section 7, wearing of the cleaning cloth 9 can be performed smoothly.

Subsequently, it pushes into the above-mentioned clipper 83 near the insertion opening of the

cleaning cloth 9, and the cleaning cloth 9 concerned is firmly fixed to the head section 7.

[0066] And cleaning of the flat part of furniture, a household-electric-appliances article, etc.

where area is comparatively large mainly uses the inside of the lamination section of a cleaning

cloth, and cleaning of a slit etc. is performed using the above-mentioned non-lamination section.

Under the present circumstances, uptake of the fine dust, such as comparatively fine dust is

carried out by debt of the fiber of the cleaning cloth 9 etc., food, such as a pan and sweets, eats

and uptake of the dust with a comparatively coarse grain, such as waste, is carried out by the

above-mentioned adhesive member 10 through the above-mentioned opening 90.

[0067] When the dirt of the front face of the cleaning cloth 9 becomes severe, first, it removes

near the insertion opening of the cleaning cloth 9 from the above-mentioned clipper 83, and it

gathers near [ this ] the insertion opening, and as the cleaning cloth 9 concerned is removed,

subsequently it is removed from the head section 7. And front flesh-side both sides of the

cleaning cloth 9 can be used without futility by making inside-out the removed cleaning cloth 9,

and equipping the head section 7 with it again. Moreover, since dust etc. has hardly adhered near

the fixed part of the cleaning cloth 9, there is also no possibility of getting dust etc. blocked at

the clipper 83 concerned also at the time of ** which turns the cleaning cloth 9 concerned over

and is fixed again. When both sides have become dirty, the cleaning cloth 9 removes the cleaning

cloth 9 concerned from the above-mentioned clipper 83, removes from the head section 7, and

equips with a new cleaning cloth. Moreover, by the adhesive member 10, the dust which carried

out uptake is removed from the head section 7 with the adhesive member 10 concerned, and

carries out adhesion immobilization of the new adhesive member at the head section 7.

[0068] According to the cleaning implement 6 of this example, as well as fine dust, such as dust,

he can eat food, such as a pan and sweets, and uptake also of the dust with a comparatively

coarse grain, such as waste, can be carried out certainly. Especially the cleaning implement 6 of

this example is suitable for wiping of a household-electric-appliances article etc. on a table.

[0069] Moreover, since it becomes impossible for the dirt with which the point of the head

section 7 which deforms according to the gestalt for cleaning is that of a pile, and stuck to

setting to drop on satisfaction and also the head section 7 has moderate hardness and flexibility,

the above-mentioned cleaning implement 6 has neither the adhesion for cleaning, nor a

possibility that the candidate for cleaning may be damaged or the cleaning cloth 9 may be torn

during cleaning while being able to perform good and sufficient cleaning.

[0070] Moreover, the inferior-surface-of-tongue section and the peripheral surface sections are

formed successively, since the include angle of the corner which these double-sided section

makes is 90 or less degrees, the corner concerned can be pressed against the banks and the

cone parts of dust such as the corner section and a corner, the cleaning cloth 9 can be stuck in

the above-mentioned head section 7, and cleaning of these parts can also be ensured to it.

[0071] Furthermore, since the cleaning implement 6 has the center of gravity in the above-

mentioned head section 7, when the cleaning implement 6 concerned is laid, it can prevent being

in the unstable condition that the back end section of a shank 8 was attached to the installation
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side, and the point of the head section 7 was raised up. Therefore, it grasps also in the condition

of having laid, is easy to grasp the part of a hand, and can clean immediately. Moreover, it can

maintain at the size which is easy to grasp, without making a shank 8 thin, since a shank 8 is

made into hollow structure and the center of gravity is located in the above-mentioned head

section 7.

[0072] Moreover, since the front face near the insertion opening of the cleaning cloth 9

concerned can fix the head section 7 top and the bottom double-sided section so that it may

become depressed from the front face of the wrap cleaning cloth 9 when the cleaning cloth 9 is

made to fix to a clipper 83, exchange of a cleaning cloth etc. can be performed, without gathering

the part into which the user became dirty. Moreover, since the above-mentioned insertion space

of the cleaning cloth 9 is prepared corresponding to the above-mentioned head section 7, it can

be used without leaving the whole surface of the cleaning [ near / above-mentioned / the

insertion opening ] cloth 9, and is economical.

[0073] Drawing 8 and drawing 9 show other examples of the cleaning cloth concerning this

invention. In these drawings, the sign 101 shows the cleaning cloth.

[0074] As shown in drawing 8 and drawing 9 , the above-mentioned cleaning cloth 101 is formed

in saccate [ which the span ball-race nonwoven fabric 102 of two sheets with which the

periphery section was cut in the shape of / continuous / a crest type is stuck with heat sealing,

and has the insertion space S / flat ]. The lamination section 103 with a width of face [ of a

configuration ] of 5mm which has two corners in a point is formed in the cleaning cloth 101 of

this example. And the non-lamination section 104 with a width of face of 10mm - 30mm in

alignment with the periphery section of the cleaning cloth 101 is formed in the outside of this

lamination section 103. Moreover, the slit 105 is formed in one flank of insertion opening of the

above-mentioned cleaning cloth 101, and it has made as [ perform / installation and removal of

the cleaning cloth 101 concerned / easily ].

[0075] Inside the above-mentioned lamination section 1 03 in one field of the above-mentioned

cleaning cloth 101, the opening 106 which consists of a slit of two almost parallel pairs is formed,

and it has made as [ carry out / through this opening 106, / food, such as a pan and sweets,

eats and / uptake of a comparatively big thing called **** ].

[0076] The above-mentioned cleaning cloth 1 inserts the head section of a shank into the

insertion space S as in the below-mentioned cleaning implement and it equips with and uses it

for the head section concerned so that the above-mentioned opening 106 may be located in an

inferior-surface-of-tongue side.

[0077] And a table with a comparatively large area, a desk, etc. wipe off dust etc. mainly using

the inside of the lamination section 103 of the cleaning cloth 101. Moreover, the slits between

the keys of a keyboard etc. insert the non-lamination section 104, make dust etc. adsorb, and

are cleaned. Moreover, through the above-mentioned opening 106, food, such as a pan and

sweets, eats and uptake of a comparatively big thing called is carried out.

[0078] Thus, according to the cleaning cloth 101 of this example, as well as fine dust such as

dust, he can eat food, such as a pan and sweets, and uptake also of the dust with a

comparatively coarse grain, such as waste, can be carried out certainly.

[0079] Drawing 10 - drawing 12 show other examples of the cleaning implement concerning this

invention. In these drawings, the part which is common in the cleaning implement 6 of the above-

mentioned example attaches the same sign, and omits the explanation.

[0080] As shown in drawing 10 and drawing 1

1

, the above-mentioned cleaning implement 110

consists of the above-mentioned cleaning cloth 101 and a shank 8 equipped with head section 7

equipped with the cleaning cloth 101, and comes to equip head section T the cleaning cloth 101.

[0081] Above-mentioned head section T is constituted like the above-mentioned head section 7

except for the point that a crevice is not prepared and the adhesive member is not arranged in

the inferior-surface-of-tongue side. Above-mentioned head section T is prepared so that the

configuration when carrying out plane view may turn into a hexagon configuration. Head section

T is prepared so that thickness may become thin, respectively, as it progresses to a point and

as it progresses crosswise, and the cross-section configuration is a trapezoid configuration. And

the include angle of the corner which the lateral portion formed successively to the inferior-
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surface-of-tongue section and this makes serves as an acute angle from a right angle or it

[0082] The above-mentioned head section 7 for making a clipper 83 (referring to drawing 7 )

expose and the same notch (not shown) are formed in the back section of the top-face section

of head section 7', and the double-sided section of the inferior-surface-of-tongue section.

Moreover, the above-mentioned head section 7 and the same crevice are formed in the back end

section of head section 7\ and it has made to this crevice as [ carry out / the adhesion

immobilization of the carrying member 81 of a shank 8 ].

[0083] According to the cleaning implement 110 of this example, as well as fine dust, such as

dust, he can eat food, such as a pan and sweets, and uptake also of the dust with a

comparatively coarse grain, such as waste, can be carried out certainly.

[0084] The cleaning implement concerning this invention is not limited to the cleaning implement

of the above-mentioned example, and can change suitably gestalten, such as the dimension, a

configuration, and the quality of the material, in the range which does not deviate from the

purpose of this invention.

[0085] For example, with the cleaning cloth 101 of the above-mentioned example, although

opening 106 was formed inside the lamination section, opening 106* may be prepared in front

section both sides like cleaning cloth 101' in cleaning implement 110* of the example shown in

drawing 13 and drawing 14 .

[0086]

[Effect of the Invention] According to the cleaning implement using the cleaning cloth and this

concerning this invention, as well as fine dust, such as dust, he can eat food, such as a pan and

sweets, and uptake also of the dust with a comparatively coarse grain, such as waste, can be

carried out certainly.

[Translation done.]
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Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the perspective view seen from the base side of the head section which shows

the 1st example of the cleaning implement concerning this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the perspective view showing the condition of carrying out vertical reversal of

the cleaning implement of this example.

[Drawing 3] It is an important section sectional side elevation in the condition of having equipped

the head section of the cleaning implement of this example with the cleaning cloth, and having

turned the cleaning side side up.

[Drawing 4] It is the top view of the cleaning cloth used for the cleaning implement of this

example.

[Drawing 5] It is the top view showing the 2nd example of the cleaning implement concerning this

invention.

[Drawing 6] It is the bottom view of the cleaning implement of this 2nd example.

[Drawing 7] In the cleaning implement of this 2nd example, it is the perspective view showing the

condition of having decomposed a shank and the head section.

[Drawing 8] It is the perspective view showing other examples of the cleaning cloth concerning

this invention.

[Drawing 9] It is the top view of the cleaning cloth of this example.

[Drawing 10] It is the important section sectional side elevation of the cleaning implement of this

example.

[Drawing 11] It is the top view showing other examples of the cleaning implement concerning this

invention.

[Drawing 12] It is the important section sectional side elevation of the cleaning implement of this

example.

[Drawing 13] It is the top view showing other examples of the cleaning implement concerning this

invention.

[Drawing 14] It is the bottom view of the cleaning implement of this example.

[Description of Notations]

1 Six Cleaning implement

2, 7, 7' Head section

24 70 Crevice

3 Eight Shank
4 9,101 Cleaning cloth

40 90,106,106' Opening

5 Ten Adhesive member

[Translation done.]
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[Drawing 14]
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